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Grandparents and Grandchildren  

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 

آ % ?<=> ا;:9"ل أو ا$67"ب 34 2ه, و/.-,؟: ا$*�أة '&% ا$#"! �ا  
Aدای*" ت .": /"ر FGإ ,- I اFJ&K.4 � .آ L3M.4..إذا FGإ,-O! اب�ا =FG"آ .. ,-O! Pی�= Q 6$ا LOKی FGإ

..FSJ 6I.. L3M.4 (...)F6M4ا دای*" أR&6 > و=.-, ?2Oه,  
F&$24ه,؟: ا$*�أة '&% ا$#"! �ا  

أFG یF*3ه, أح9"ده,  (...) أFG !" ض&&-, , ;Y&' FG آ6�وا وXده,..أFG ه W أAVV..L3M.4  FG: /"رة
W وه..LOKه, یF6M4� .#I..  

  إشL؟F]K 4ه,: ه6>
یLOK ه W 34�?> أFGا !"!" ت ." ,  ا$*c"ري أ!�اتً"..ه"دا ا$&_..آ. � F6M4 ا$*&6` أوا$&_..AVV: /"رة

.F]KIل  F]K 4 `4ك !c"ري 34�?>..أL.G یLOK وه"د  
 

 

English translation: 

 

Woman behind camera: How is the kids’ relationship with their grandfather and 
grandmother?  
 
Sarah: You feel a lot of attachment since teta1 always …ah ... if they were nearby.  I 
mean, if the house is close to them, you find kids spending most of their time over there. 
You feel as if it’s common… 
 
Woman behind camera: Do they spoil them? 
 
Sarah: Yes, you feel like … ah … like their kids are grownups now, and all they have are 
the grandsons, and that’s why they love them so much.  
 
Woman behind camera: Do they give them anything? 
 
Sarah: Yes, they [kids] love candies so much or the … ah… the… money sometimes. I 
mean, like this… I mean my mother and teta give money quickly.   
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1 Teta in some Arab countries refers to the grandmother.  



with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use everyday. The participants in 
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